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A Sevens day to remember
From the
Headmaster
Welcome to the 270th edition of The
Lamb. It was a privilege to review the term
in both the final assemblies this morning
and hand out academic, music, art and
sports awards. Congratulations to Churchill
for winning the Burton Page Cup for
House Points and to Shyam, who won the
“I did my best” cup in the Pre-Prep.
We enjoyed a stunning finale to the
House Music Festival yesterday. The St
John’s Young Musician of the Year title was
awarded to Rafi in 7B and the Bamping
Cup, for the favourite staff performance, to
Luca in 4H. Each House sang the School
Song beautifully and followed this with
their own stamp on some 1970s hits! I
would like to thank Miss Weston from
Woodbridge School for adjudicating the
event and Mr Corin for all his hard work
organising this very successful Festival.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank parents for your donations to
our charities this term. The litter pick
at Ruislip Woods was extremely well
supported and raised significant amounts
for Place2Be as well as helping the local
community. We also raised over £1300 for
Comic Relief.
In Sport we achieved a result to be
truly proud of at the Rosslyn Park
Rugby National 7’s. The boys, under
Mr Hodson’s leadership, performed
with real determination and teamwork.
Congratulations to the whole squad.
Finally, I would like to wish all the St
John’s community a
Happy Easter.
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One of the highlights of the sporting year is the Rosslyn Park HSBC National
Schools Sevens held at Wimbledon Common. This event, started in 1939, is the
world’s largest school rugby tournament, attracting boys’ and girls’ teams from
all over the UK, Europe and even South Africa. All age groups get together for a
whole week of rugby sevens. The groups in the Under 13 Prep Schools category
were graded by ability and St John’s were entered into Group I. Under the
leadership of Mr Hodson, the team had worked hard in preparation for this event
with extra training and fitness sessions and the benefits of this preparation really
paid off. Out of five matches the St John’s 1st VII won four and drew one and, as
a result, were joint winners of their group which included teams from Oratory,
Taunton, Seaford, Sevenoaks and Packwood Haugh. Every match was approached
with great intent with the side showing immense heart and determination. It was
a gruelling day for all of the teams but a most rewarding one. The squad pictured
above were: Jacob (Captain), William, Zac, Amos, Benyamin, Ruben, Blake,
Oscar, Thomas, Sahib and Nayan. You can read more on page 23.
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End of spring term assembly
Mr Robinson noted what a busy term we have all had here
at St John’s. He told the boys how he and visitors to the
School have been equally impressed by their engagement with
learning, their good behaviour and friendliness. The final
assembly offers us the opportunity to celebrate all the many
successes of the term together. First congratulations were for
all the boys who gained such excellent results in their senior
school exams, including those who were awarded prestigious
scholarships. Mr Robinson was pleased to award trophies,

shields, certificates and ties to boys who have excelled across
the spectrum of activities which go on at St John’s. The
Burton-Page Cup for the House with the most number of
House Points was awarded this term to Churchill, who also
won the House Singing. The totals were very close so there
is all still to play for next term. The assembly ended with a
farewell to Mrs Luke and the customary three cheers for Mr
Robinson and the staff which is a long-standing tradition at St
John’s.
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Year 6 trip to the Natural History Museum
When we set off on the morning of 17th March, I was really
excited as I always love going to the Natural History Museum.
We arrived, around 10.00am and were greeted by the staff.
We started at the Mammals exhibit where there was a huge
model of a blue whale. For the first activity, we were given
some sheets to fill out, matching names of animals with
pictures in the booklet. The activities were very enjoyable.
In the Mammals room, there were also secret messages, and
a scale where you could compare your weight to some of the
heaviest animals on the planet. Afterwards we had an activity
called “Dinosaur Dig” with one of the staff called Kat. Kat was
very entertaining and everyone had fun excavating dinosaur

skulls and identifying different prehistoric creatures such
as the Allosaurus. After that we visited the creepy crawlies
exhibit which was really exciting (and a bit scary) with many
incredible things to do such as investigate an automated
scorpion and a life-sized termite hill. We also learnt about
different habitats for insects.
After lunch we went to the final and newest exhibit, called
Our Broken Planet. This was all about how we are destroying
our planet and ways in which we can fix it. On the journey
back to St Johns, we were playing with the things we bought
at the gift shop. This was an amazing trip and I hope that Mr
Lawrence organises other great trips like this one. Dhruv 6V
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Let’s explore nature this holiday
With school breaking for the Easter Holidays and the weather
improving, there has never been a better time to get outside
and explore a bit of nature.
I was excited to read that Pre-Prep have planted their
blossom tree for the Platinum Jubilee and that all the Pre-Prep
boys have been to look at the frogspawn. We are so lucky to
have such beautiful grounds at school.
The RSPB website RSPB Kids Learn About Nature The RSPB has an interesting article about the way in which
different birds parent their young. The Robins discovered
today that it is the female blue-tit who is preparing the nest in
our nest box. The RSPB website is not only a great resource for
helping to find and recognise different species of birds but it

also gives a great deal of advice about encouraging wildlife such
as hedgehogs, frogs, minibeasts, slow-worms as well as birds
to your garden. Maybe you could spend time building a pond
(with an adult of course), putting up a birdbox or just making
a log pile for insects to live in.
If your interest is in Astronomy, there is a treat to behold
in the morning sky over the next few weeks, where all the
major planets are lining up for a spectacular show. You do
have to get up early to see them, but if you catch the eastern
horizon before sunrise, you should be in for a treat. This is an
excellent link for astronomy enthusiasts: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GxgUjAGc15A I look forward to hearing about your
discoveries next term, Mr Lawrence.

5M presented their assembly about Easter

On Wednesday 30th March, the boys in 5M presented an assembly about how Easter is celebrated all around the world.
Working individually or in pairs, they picked a country and explained how Easter is celebrated there. They enjoyed researching
all the traditions and the story of Easter. Hamza says “After proudly singing the School song, we went on to describe how Easter
is celebrated globally. The countries we included were the UK, Kenya, Australia, Zambia, France, America, Easter Island and
Japan. We created the slides independently and our Form Tutor, Mrs Marsden, helped us organise them. It was a very factual
presentation and we received a standing ovation.” All the boys checked their information carefully and enjoyed using their
presentation skills to share their new knowledge with the whole School. They hope you all enjoyed it, too.
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Fond farewells
What an amazing school to be part of! I will miss St John’s not only because of the wonderful people with whom I have
worked and the beautiful grounds but mostly because of the boys and parents who have made my time here so worthwhile and
enjoyable. I started in lockdown and one of my first school events was the online quiz – what a way to meet so many people! I
was then very excited to meet my class in person when we all came back to school and had a great summer term doing activities
such as our Ancient Greece day, sports day and playing rounders after school.
My class this year have been incredibly special and I will miss not coming back to them after Easter. However, I know they
are in very capable hands so will just stand on the side-lines checking in with the rest of the Juniors’ teachers to see how they
(and the other boys) are getting on. My family moved to Wiltshire at Christmas and I am very much looking forward to
starting our new chapter together when we return from our thrice postponed holiday to Cyprus. All that remains to be said is
good luck and I hope our paths will cross again.
Mrs Luke

Mr Wallington joined our gardening team at St John’s during
lockdown in May 2020. Has really enjoyed his time here and
would like to thank everyone for making him feel so welcome.
He would like to give particular thanks to Mr Doughty for
teaching him so much about taking care of the grounds. He is
moving on to set up his own gardening business and we wish
him every success. We shall all miss seeing him smile his way
round school.
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Sigrid says “Hi!” to the boys in 5V!
Sigrid was appearing live on Clara Amfo’s Radio 1 evening show where she was introducing her hottest new record.
Listeners had the chance to message in and Clara decided to read out a message regarding the fact that 5V had used her
video for her positive song about self belief: “Mirror“ for their form assembly. Both Clara and Sigrid were thrilled, and quite
emotionally moved, by the fact that the song had been used in such a way to give 9/10-year-old boys the confidence to dance on
a stage and comment on what they loved about themselves!
Sigrid said that when an artist writes song lyrics and produces a video, once it is out there, you never quite know where it is
going to go and how it is going to be used. She was incredibly touched that our boys had used it in such a rewarding way and
that they had shown that her songs truly do make a difference! She asked if she could pass on a message of thanks and say “Hi!“
Well done, 5V! Keep believing in yourselves!
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Pre-Prep End of Term Assembly

Mr Robinson celebrated all the boys’ achievements this term in our final assembly. He also congratulated all the families who
took part in the recent St John’s Association Quiz and particularly the Kemp family who came third. He awarded the certificate
to brothers Shayan in the Owls and Dylan in Nursery. He then told the boys that if they all do their best while they are at St
John’s, the teachers can’t ask for anything more. This term the “I did my best” trophy was awarded to Shyam in the Robins. Mr
Robinson then led the boys in three cheers to thank the teachers for all their hard work and encouragement.
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Planting a tree for the Jubilee

At lunchtime yesterday, Pre-Prep Eco Council members led by Mrs Cottrell and Miss Morgan planted a beautiful Japanese
cherry blossom tree to commemorate the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, as part of the Queen’s Green Canopy initiative. Mr
Doughty had prepared the hole for the tree to be planted in and enjoyed showing the boys what to do. They gently eased the
tree out of the pot and teased the roots to help them spread into the soil. They placed the tree into the hole and held it in place
while Mr Doughty prepared the soil. The boys all put a handful of soil around the roots before filling in the hole and stamping
the soil firmly in place. Mr Doughty then led the boys down to the courtyard behind the White House where they planted
flower seeds. The seeds will be tended carefully and we look forward to seeing beautiful flowers in the courtyard in the summer.
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Wombling up litter for charity

The Pre-Prep litter picking event took place in Ruislip Woods
on a glorious sunny afternoon on Saturday 26th March and
was a great success. Just over 130 people attended the event,
of which 41 were St John’s School boys from Reception, Year
1 and Year 2. We were very fortunate to be joined by Ms
Gilders, Mr Smith and Mrs Cottrell. The event was opened
by the Deputy Mayor of Hillingdon who participated in the
event along with her daughter. Miss Morgan gave the boys an
inspiring warm-up talk and made sure they were raring to go!
The collective mileage the group covered has been registered as
part of the Keep Britain Tidy campaign.

Amongst the general waste, the group discovered a bathroom
suite, a large tiled step and a tank. With an incredible amount
of litter bagged up, this will make a huge impact to the
wildlife and the people using this area. Sam, Christopher,
Reuben, Rupert, Tavas, Amay. Kiaan and Aarav had
thoroughly enjoyed making collection boxes for Place2Be and
were very happy to see the cash donations collected on the
day. Total donations so far are at £209.57, including online
donations. It is not too late to donate. Please click this link if
you can. Very well done Pre-Prep boys, we are very proud of
you.
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Easter Egg scavenge in the Pre-Prep
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Easter Egg scavenge in the Pre-Prep
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Frog spawn hunting in the Pre-Prep

Following the Lambs’ visit to the ponds last week, word spread quickly round the Pre-Prep about the frogspawn and all the
Pre-Prep boys came to investigate this week. Much care and attention was needed at the edge of the ponds for this activity and
the boys were very sensible. We are hoping to find some frogs after the Easter break!
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Frog spawn hunting cont...

Kayaan’s hockey success
Kayaan (in the Robins) plays hockey for Eastcote Hockey
Club and at the end of season ceremony on Sunday he was
awarded the Wally Howe cup for the Under 6 age group.
It is a cup donated by the family of Wally Howe who was a
member of the club for forty years and is awarded to a player
who shows great sportsmanship in terms of being a fair,
honest and general team player. We are very proud of you
Kayaan, thank you for sharing your story to inspire others.
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Pre-Prep hosts an Open House
Last Friday afternoon Pre-Prep hosted an Open House. The boys were extremely excited to be able to show their parents and
families their lovely work in the classroom for the first time in two years. It was a very joyful occasion. Thank you to everyone
for coming.
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Open House cont...
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Junior Craft Club get ready for Easter

In Junior Craft Club we made cards for Erskine Hall residents to wish them a ‘Hoppy Easter.’ Mrs Luke, Ronnie and Eissa in
Year 3 delivered them last week.
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House Music Festival
The term started off with the rounds for the St John’s Young
Musician of the Year Competition. Every boy who learns an
instrument in school and those who wished to take part who
learn out of school performed to their class during music
lessons. Mr Corin enjoyed listening to 202 entries this year,
Pre-Grade to Grade 7. Amazingly 90% of all boys from
Years 3-8 entered, we are proud that so many boys play an
instrument at St John’s. The best performance at each Grade
was chosen and these boys represented their House in the

Final in the Centenary Sports Hall yesterday afternoon. Our
adjudicator, Miss Weston (Head of Singing at Woodbridge
School and professional Opera Singer) awarded first place to
Rafi (7B) Grade 6 saxophone; second place to Ahaan (7B)
Grade 5 Singing and third place to Luca (4H) Grade 2 oboe.
The Bamping Cup, awarded by St John’s staff for the most
enjoyable solo performance in their opinion, went to Luca this
year for his oboe playing. Very well done to him and everyone
who took part yesterday.

Finalists 2022
Pre-Grade – Christopher 4H – Piano
Grade 1 – Hari 4L – Piano
Grade 2 – Luca 4H – Oboe
Grade 3 – Rafay 5C – Cello
Grade 4 – Nishant 7M – Violin
Grade 5 Jazz – Daniel 8J– Jazz Cornet
Grade 5 – Ahaan 7B – Voice
Grade 6 – Rafi 7B – Alto Saxophone
Grade 7 – Kabir 7B – Euphonium
Highly Commended 2022
Pre-Grade – Arjan 3W – Piano
Grade 1 – Deven 3W – Alto Saxophone
Grade 2 – Dillan 3L – Flute
Grade 3 – Lucas 4L – Piano
Grade 4 – Kian J 7M – Clarinet
Grade 5 – George R 7M – French Horn
Grade 6 – Mihir 7B – Flute
Grade 7 – Krish 7B - Flute
House Singing
Houses were set the challenge of performing the School Song
and a song from the 1970’s. These entries were fun, engaging
and imaginative. Our adjudicator commented specifically
on the strong levels of collegiality shown by every House –
well done. The winner of the House Singing Cup with their
performance of “Don’t go breaking my heart” was Churchill.
1 - Churchill – Don’t go breaking my heart
2 - Oates – YMCA
3 - Lawrence – Country Roads
4- Lincoln – Dancing Queen
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House Music Festival cont...
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House Music Festival cont...
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BOOK BY 4th MARCH FOR
AN EARLY BIRD DISCOUNTED FEE

A 3-DAY NON-RESIDENTIAL
CHAMBER MUSIC COURSE FOR

IMPROVING
STRING PLAYERS

(MINIMUM STANDARD - GRADE 4)

EASTER COURSE
11th - 13th April
2022
Scan the QR code to apply, or email to
request a link to the application form:
leading.notes@hotmail.co.uk
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Spring is coming so we’ve been drawing chicks
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Spring chicks, bunnies and flowers
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Rosslyn Park, National Schools Sevens - Friday,
25th March

V Oratory Prep Won 20 - 10 (Blake x 3, Jacob x 1) 		
V Taunton School Drew 25 - 25 (William x 2, Blake x 3)
V Sevenoaks Won 20 - 15 (Ruben x 1, Blake x 1, Jacob x 2)
V Seaford College Won 25 - 20 (Blake x 2, Jacob x 3)
V Packwood Won 45 - 0(Blake 2, Amos x 2, Jacob x 2, Nayan x 1, Ruben x 1, William x 1)
What a day to remember! One of the highlights of the sporting
year is the Rosslyn Park HSBC National Schools Sevens. This
is the world’s largest school rugby tournament, an event which
has continued to grow since it started back in 1939. Under the
leadership of Mr Hodson, the team has gone the extra mile to
prepare for this big tournament, with extra training sessions
on a Monday nights and several lunchtime sessions in the
Centenary Sports Hall, doing the beep test to build their fitness
and discussing tactics, nutrition, set moves and expectations.
The day finally came, and the boys were excited and in high
spirits to enjoy this moment. On arrival, we had enough time
to establish a base and to do a walkaround of the site, which
was huge, hosting over 700 teams in the week, totalling just
over 1000 matches, including all age groups from Colts (U11)
up to the Under 18 boys, and girls. Teams from all over the UK,
Europe and even South Africa, were involved. The boys were in
awe of the main pitch which was televised on the mainstream.
This was surrounded by many rugby clubs, sports

travel companies and merchandise stalls.
The groups for the U13 format were graded by ability. St
John’s were entered into Group I. St John’s have not recently
been able to top a group in this prestigious event. In their very
first match of the day, the boys were up against a tough rival
they had faced a few weeks earlier in the Caldicott festival,
Oratory School, a big and physical side. This was a big match
for confidence. If we could start with a positive result here, it
could give the side a massive confidence boost going into the
rest of the day.
Warm up drills and motivational speeches were timed to
perfection, to ensure the boys were mentally ready to give their
all from minute dot. The Oratory side was not expecting the
strong start by St John’s and with a 14-minute match format
(two halves of 7 minutes), they got frustrated quickly with time
running out. Blake opened the first match with a hat trick and
Jacob added one of his own and St John’s clinched a crucial
win to start proceedings. We celebrated and high fived as if we
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National Schools Sevens cont...

had won the tournament. This moment was significant. It was
useful to have this rematch at the start of the day for the side
to prove to themselves, their progress and their ability, which I
know Mr Hodson has been keen to unlock.
However, the day did not get easier, with strong and
reputable rugby schools in the form of Taunton, Sevenoaks,
and Seaford. Every match was approached with the same
intent, getting the refuelling right with the necessary nutrition,
starting and building the warm-up to the seconds just before
the next kick off. At this point in the next three fixtures the
side showed immense heart, determination and wit. Playing
out of their skins, refusing to give in to a loss, grinding out
one positive result after the other. Their effort and play on the
day were simply above expectation and that is what made it so
special.
After the third fixture, St John’s started topping the table in
Group I. It was at this point we realised that it might be on the
cards to make history here with our highest ever finish in the
Rosslyn Park Sevens. Next stop, Seaford College, renowned for
their rugby. A tense game with end-to-end action and the lead
changing frequently. It eventually came down to a break on the
left-hand side with Jacob winning possession, up against three

defenders, he somehow out-stepped and crashed his way over
the try line to secure an historic win over Seaford. Game on for
the 5th and final game against Packwood. It would now come
down to points to find out whether St John’s or Taunton would
top the group. St John’s needed a high number of tries in the
final game to pull it off. The same warm up and motivation
routine with final words from Mr Hodson; ‘Enjoy your last
game, playing with this group of friends. Enjoy your rugby!
Play with heart and show what you are about’.
It was a fantastic game to finish off proceedings on a beautiful
sunny spring afternoon. The boys ran in no less than 9 tries and
conceded none, resulting in joint first in the group. The boys
were over the moon and for a second, they thought they might
have been national champions.
Mr Hodson finished off the day with some special words
to the boys and their parents. This was also a fitting occasion
at which the parents and boys could show their gratitude for
all his efforts with the squad this year. The rest of the day was
celebrated and enjoyed by watching the U18’s play in the
semi-finals and finals, eating ice-cream and buying souvenir
merchandise to mark the occasion. Speechless at their efforts on
the day! Very well done indeed. Mr Kruger
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National Schools Sevens cont...
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Senior House Football
A very enjoyable House competition. We had an exciting first
match with Oates against Lincoln. Oates went ahead but a
wonder goal from Thomas J as he sprinted half the pitch to
score in the right corner to draw the game. Churchill continued
to move ahead with early wins against Lawrence and Oates.
A very close game between Oates and Churchill with Shane

managing to score the only goal to win the match. In the final
games, Churchill won well against Lincoln to clinch the Senior
House Football and Oates battled well to win the final match
against Lawrence 2-1. What was really good to see was the
inclusiveness of all the Year 7 and 8 pupils who took part in this
House Competition. Well done!

Matches
Match 1
Match 1
Match 2
Match 2
Match 3
Match 3

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
4th Place

House Teams		
Churchill vs Lawrence
Lincoln vs Oates		
Churchill vs Oates
Lawrence vs Lincoln
Churchill vs Lincoln
Lawrence vs Oates

Result
2- 0
1- 0
1-0
4- 1
3- 0
1- 2

Churchill
Oates
Lawrence
Lincoln
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Year 6 House Football 2022
The sun was out and all four Houses played on the big pitches
with 20 minutes for each game. Some of the matches were very
close and either House could have won the match. Lincoln
against Oates was an excellent game with Lincoln taking the
lead and Oates having to get two goals which they duly did.
Leo, Freddie and Alex at the back certainly galvanised the rest
of the players. Churchill played well but just came short against
Oates. But against Lincoln in the last match with the game
looking as if it was going to be a draw, Bailey hit a scorching

shot from 35 yards out that flew into the top left corner.
Lawrence and Lincoln continued to fight and be competitive.
Thomas Mankin was superb in goal and when he played
outfield he helped Lincoln greatly on all fronts. Lincoln were
always difficult to beat and across the matches they were pipped
by 1 goal only. Overall Oates were the worthy winners with
Churchill, Lincoln and Lawrence coming in those positions.
Well played to all the pupils who represented the Year 6 House
football teams.

Matches
Match 1
Match 1
Match 2
Match 2
Match 3
Match 3

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
4th Place

House Teams		
Churchill vs Lawrence
Lincoln vs Oates		
Churchill vs Oates
Lawrence vs Lincoln
Churchill vs Lincoln
Lawrence vs Oates

Result
4-0
1-2
0-3
0-1
1-0
0-3

Oates
Churchill
Lincoln
Lawrence
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Year 5 House Football 2022
This was a really exciting afternoon of football, played in
glorious conditions. It was great to see all of the boys working
together and showing such good sportsmanship across the
four Houses. It was also pleasing to see boys playing in the
same team who would not normally do so, with the more
skilled footballers helping their less experienced team mates.
Almost all of the matches had quite close score-lines, with just
the final encounter between Lawrence and Oates ending in a

big difference in scores. This was not a true reflection of the
game, as Oates were competitive throughout. One of the most
exciting matches was that between Lawrence and Lincoln,
where the lead swung to and fro, with Lawrence snatching the
lead right at the end. Churchill were the overall winners, having
won all of their matches without conceding a single goal, but a
big congratulations must go to all of the boys for an excellent
effort.

Matches
Match 1
Match 1
Match 2
Match 2
Match 3
Match 3

1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
4th Place

House Teams		
Churchill vs Lawrence
Lincoln vs Oates
Churchill vs Oates
Lawrence vs Lincoln
Churchill vs Lincoln
Lawrence vs Oates

Result
2-0
2-0
2-0
3-2
1-0
6-1

Churchill
Lawrence
Lincoln
Oates
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1st IX Belmont Tournament 26th March 2022
On Saturday morning the 1sts went to Belmont school for
the re-arranged tournament from a couple of weeks ago.
Unfortunately, due to the end of term, there were only 4 teams
involved, but there were some very competitive fixtures. In the
first game we played against Belmont A team, a side that had
beaten us earlier in the season. A slow start saw us go behind
early on and we never really recovered, struggling to match a
very good side. Final score 3-0.
In the second game we played against St. Edmund’s and made
a good start. Again we went behind to a very well worked goal,
but showed a huge amount of resilience to draw level before
half time with a goal from Shane. Unfortunately we were
overpowered in the second half and after conceding a second
goal, chased after another equaliser, only to be hit on the
counter attack and conceding more goals. Final score 5-1.
In the final game we played against Belmont B side and

dominated the first half. A good attack saw us earn a penalty
which Blake hit against the post, and shortly afterwards
Belmont scored their first goal. We quickly equalised through
Emerson but went a goal behind just before half time. In the
second half, our patient build-up play and superior skill saw
us score 3 goals in quick succession (Blake 2, Shane 1) and we
could have had more. Our waste of several chances nearly came
back to haunt us when we conceded a penalty towards the
end of the game. Archie saved the penalty but Belmont scored
the follow-up to put themselves only a goal behind. A frenetic
finish saw chances for both teams but we held on for our
final win of the season. Well done to the Year 8 boys for their
final appearances for the School, especially for the boy who
had played in the Rosslyn Park 7’s the day before. Man of the
tournament was Archie for a huge number of important saves
and interceptions.

Yash’s swimming
achievement

Yash in 4H took part in the Northolt Spring House
Championships organised by Ealing Swimming Club on
Sunday 27 March 2022. He came third in the Boys 50 Metre
Backstroke in his age group and was awarded with the bronze
medal. Well done Yash!
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Calendar & important dates

Contact details

Wednesday 20th April: Beginning of Term
Thursday 21st April: Parent Talk on CATS Data (Year 4) (5.30pm)
Friday 22nd April: Year 6 Debating Finals (4.15pm)
Monday 25th April: Swimming starts at Merchant Taylors’
St John’s Association Meeting (7.30pm)
All Clubs and Activities Start
Wednesday 27th April: Junior Maths Challenge (Years 7-8)
Friday 29th April: Merchant Taylors’ Science Challenge (Year 5)
Cricket v St Benedict’s: Colts A, C (h), Colts B, D, E (a) (2.15pm)

Updates: Please continue to visit
www.st-johns.org.uk for all the latest
information on sports fixtures and results.
The website will have announcements in
case of emergency.
You can also follow us on twitter
@stjsnorthwood and our sports
department @StJohnsNwSport
Mailings: If you would like to be sent a
copy of the Lamb each week, please email:
Lamb Editor. Let us know your contact
details and you will be added to the list.
Photographs: Do please continue to send in
pictures to lambeditor@st-johns.org.uk for
inclusion in The Lamb. Many thanks.

Picture of the week: Easter table in the nursery

Notices and reminders
Activities next term: All Prep School activities will start on
Monday 25th April with the exception of music activities,
which will start on the first day of term in preparation for the
Summer Concert on 6th May. All Pre-Prep activities start on
Monday 25th April.
Reports and Grade Sheets: These will shortly be available to
view via the Parent Portal.
Exam Revision Guides for Year 5: These are now available to
view on the Parent Portal.
Calendars: The Summer Term calendar will be on the School
website by Friday 1st April. Paper copies will be distributed on
the first day of next term.
Summer Uniform: Don’t forget that the Pre-Prep and Juniors
change to summer uniform from the start of next term.
Nearly New Uniform Sale: The next Nearly New Uniform Sale
is on Friday 6th May from 2.45pm in the Norman Hall.

Ukraine Appeal: As a School we have joined with the
Merchant Taylors’ Company to support people affected by
the Ukraine crisis. They have chosen the Disasters Emergency
Committee’s Ukraine Appeal as their charity. If you would
like to donate to this charity then please do so via this link:
Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal Disasters Emergency
Committee (dec.org.uk) We know that many of you are already
supporting in other ways but if you haven’t yet, please do help
if you can.
House Points: Churchill 105.78, Lincoln 104.85,
Oates 100.83, Lawrence 98.51
Votes for Schools: Our topic for the start of next term is:
“Should all animals be treated the same?”
Have a super Easter break. We look forward to seeing all the
boys return refreshed on 20th April.
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